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Asynchronous Online Focus Group: A Methodological Approach to Engage Canadians with
Limited Mobility

Ali Ben Charif

Implementation research on shared decision making in primary care: an inventory of
intracluster correlation coefficients

Ali Ben Charif

Pitfalls of scaling up health interventions: a qualitative study followed by a rapid literature
review

Alia Januwalla

CHOICES: Using an integrated KT approach to co-create patient education tools for lipid
management in Ontario
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Clayon
Hamilton

The development and usability evaluation of an interactive infographic as a knowledge
translation tool for pediatric acute otitis media
Quality of reporting of scaling up strategies for evidence-based practices
Connecting Policymakers to Disability and Rehabilitation Evidence
A conceptual evaluation framework for an initiative to engage patients, families,
caregivers, and the public in a provincial health-care system: a scoping review protocol

Davina Banner

The Canadian Community Utilization of Stroke Prevention Study in Atrial Fibrillation in the
Emergency Department (C-CUSP ED)

Davina Banner

Patient and Public Engagement in Integrated Knowledge Translation Research: Are we
there yet?

Emily Belita

Assessing competence attributes of evidence-informed decision-making (EIDM) in nursing:
A psychometric systematic review of measures

Erin Faught

Establishing a knowledge foundation for the creation of a Participant Advisory Committee
(PAC) for Alberta’s Tomorrow Project (ATP), a longitudinal cohort study

Embedding Clinical Research: Building an Interdisciplinary Person Centred Program of
Erna SnelgroveResearch
Clarke
Femke
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Principles, strategies, outcomes, and impacts of integrated knowledge translation and
other research partnership approaches: A review of reviews
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Roberge-Dao

Are researchers getting i(K)T?
The KT Pathways: An iKT approach to creating a tool for assessment and learning
Patient engagement as personal transformation: A narrative analysis of patient experience
as engaged partners in research
A Mixed-Methods Approach to Understanding Partnership Experiences and Outcomes of
Projects from an Integrated Knowledge Translation Funding Model in Rehabilitation
The Development of a Novel Methodological Approach to Measuring Evidence-Based
Practice in Rehabilitation

Jananee Rasiah

Integrated Knowledge Translation Meets Patient Engagement: A Case Study in Critical Care
to Advance Patient-Oriented Research

Jasmin Ma

Improving the implementation of a successful physical activity intervention in the
physiotherapist setting

Jenny Leese

Using Physical Activity Wearables in Self-Management from the Perspectives of Persons
Living with Arthritis: A Qualitative Evidence Synthesis

Jose
Massougbodji

Dissemination of research results in the public libraries network: an integrated knowledge
transfer project

Karen Spithoff

Assessing barriers and facilitators to implementation of an early rehabilitation bundle in a
pediatric intensive care unit

Karen Spithoff

Evaluating the implementation of a program to improve screening and communication of
risk of violent, aggressive, and responsive patient behaviours in a hospital setting

Kate Einarson
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Using an Integrated Knowledge Translation approach to guideline development: A strategy
for engaging patients in the development of a clinical practice guideline on screening in
primary care
Social prescribing; developing a nuanced evidence base in collaboration with clinical
practice
Early-Adopters’ Experiences of Implementing a new Model of Care in Community
Rehabilitation
Developing a parent advisory group for a knowledge mobilization network in pediatric
emergency medicine: A road map
Impact of a knowledge translation intervention on Tuberculosis treatment completion
rates in Malawi
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Understanding knowledge-to-action processes in a pilot study of implementing traumainformed approaches in community sport settings
Supporting implementation of an electronic health record in long term care by developing
a pre-implementation survey
A Tool for Prevention of Musculoskeletal Disorders Among Nursing Staff: Dissemination
and Evaluation Strategies
Disseminating the foundations of knowledge translation science and practice: A
quantitative descriptive evaluation of reach and engagement of the KnowledgeNudge blog
and Twitter profile
Affecting Change in the Midst of a Crisis - Piloting a Two-Pronged Strategy to Opioids
Focused on Tackling Patient Care and Physician Health
Patient and Public Engagement in a Systematic Review: A case study
From ‘bridging the gap’ to ‘closing the loop’: examining the Alberta Cancer Prevention
Legacy Fund’s approach to research as an integrated KT (iKT) organization
An integrated knowledge translation project exploring determinants of single fraction
palliative radiation therapy for uncomplicated bone metastases
Planning for partnership: A roadmap for engaging knowledge users in research

Rhyann McKay

What strategies influence Integrated Knowledge Translation partnerships? A retrospective
analysis of a partnership that aimed to understand Emergency Department use

Rosmin Esmail

A Knowledge Translation Theory, Model or Framework for Health Technology
Reassessment: Does one exist?

Samantha
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Stacey D. Guy

Creating historical maps of adoption to facilitate deadoption: A scoping review
Simplicity in complexity: How a realist approach can advance the evaluation of integrated
KT
Effects of extended scope of practice in family physicians: a rapid review involving
knowledge users
Developing and evaluating two knowledge translation tools for parents with a child with
fever
The development and formative evaluation of a clinical practice implementation toolkit
for health care providers

Stephanie
Chesser
Zeinab El-Masri

Using a citizen science approach to explore the age-friendliness of an urban
neighbourhood
Maximizing research impact on cancer prevention: an integrated knowledge translation
approach used by the Canadian Population Attributable Risk of Cancer (ComPARe) study

